I. INTRODUCTION
Packetized IP communications behave like erasure channels. Data is chopped into packets, and since each packet is either received withont error or not received, erasure resilient FEC codes can mitigate packet losses.
In off-line packetized applications Forward Error Correction (FEC) dramatically improves the qnality and performance of commnnications nnder challenging network coiditions [1] . Thanks to erasure resilient Raptor codes [2] it is possible to simnltancously npdate volunminons GPS maps of millions of motor vehicles withont a feedback via a satellite broadcast channel under conditions of arbitrary fragmental visibility. In the film industry, LT codes [3] enable a delivery over the lossy intemet of the day's film footage from the location it hlas been shot to the studio that is mainy thousands of miles away.
much faster than with FedEx or DHL. These examples of offline streaming significantly benefit from FEC dne to the fact that contrary to real-time streaming, the application is not obliged to deliver in time to the user the "fresh" packets and the buffer size is not a concem. Whien the real-time streaming constrains restrict the bnffer size, FEC can orny mitigate short granular failures. Studies reporting weak or negligible improvemenits whien applying FEC to real-time streang [4] , [5] , [61 and [7] assnme that the media stream follows a single path.
By exploiting path dixersitx, "replacing" the time diversity offered by long buffering, FEC can efficiently improve the fanlt-tolerance of also real-time streaming. [8] , [9] , [10] and [11] the receiver is about to exceed the tolerable limit t, the sender increases its transmission rat by injecting additional reduLndant packets.
The random packet loss rate, observed at the receiver during the time of a complete failure (or a full congestion) of a link, is the portion of the traffic being routed toward the faulty link. Thus a complete failure of a link I, canying according to the given routiig pattern a relativc traffic load of 0 <-r(l) < 1, will produce at the receiver a random packet loss rate equal to the same relative traffic load r(l). The equation for FRROR can thtis be written as follows:
The links carrying the entire traffic are skipped in the sum index of equation (1) the acceptable decoding failure probability at the receiver.
According to the binomial distribution, equation (2) Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 show for a toy case the discovery of the first three layers of capillary routing according to the max-flow LP approach. at the nodes and find the new bottlenecks (layer 2, F2 =1. 5) problem is defined by the flow-out coefficients at each node. Initially only the peer nodes have non-zero flow-out coefficients: +1 for the source and -1 for the sink (Fig. 1) . At each subsequent layer we have a bounded multiple-sources/multiple-sinks problem: a uiiform flow from a set of sources to a set of sinks, where all rates of transmissions by sources and all rates of receptions by sinks increase proportionally in respect to each node's flow-out coefficient (either positive or inegAtive). The LP problem at each successive layer is obtained by complete removal of the bottlenecks fm the previous LP problem. austing correspondingly tlh flow-out coefficients of the adjacent nodes (to respect the flow conservation rule) and thtus possibly producing new sources d sinlks in the network. Except for the umcast problem of the first layer, the successive layer problems do not belong in general to the simple class of "network linear programs" [12] .
If, we define the bounded multiple-sources/multiple-siiks 
IV. FRIENDLINESS OF CAPILLARY ROLTING
We compute the average FRROR rating for various network samples in order to evaluate the overall performance of the capillary approach. First, we consider the first layer routin scheme for each considered netvork sample and obtain thuLs the average FRROR rating for all routing (max-flow) schemes of the first layer. Then we compute the second layer routing individually for each considered network sample and obtain the average FRROR rating for the routing suggestions of the second layer. We measure the average FRROR rating for the capillary routing layers 1 to 10 and shoow its decrease as the layer number grows.
In Fig. 4 
